
Smart rice cooker, intelligently cooks different rice types

Induction Heating
         Pressure 

Cast Iron Smart Control Personalized
     Recipes

Mi IH Pressure Rice Cooker

Induction Heating Cast Iron Smart Control Personalized

* Also available Non-pressure Rice cooker with 3L capacity, and 4 L capacity with same smart functions 



Mi IH Pressure Rice Cooker

.

Instructions:

Specifications：

Rated Voltage：220V ~ 

Rated Frequency : 50Hz

Rated Voltage：1100W

Working Pressure：20kPa

Volume：3.0L

Weight：6.45KG

Dimensions：300 x 251 x 212 mm

Heating method：Induction Heating

Inner container material：Grey Cast Iron

Wireless module：Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz

1、Plug the two ends of power cord to the unit and the wall socket.

2、Install “MiHome”APP, and connect to Pressure IH rice cooker that has been powered on for the first time.

Note: Press “RESET”with a pin and hold for 5s to reset Wifi connection.

3、Rice/water Rate: i.e. for 3 cups of rice, water should be added to waterline 3. 

4、Power on and tap “Menu/Cancel”button , switch to “Rice”mode.  Almost 60 minutes for“Rice”

and 40 minutes for “Quick Rice”are required to cook rice.

5、Press “Start”button to start cooking and check the LEDs to know remaining cooking time within the last hour.

Pressure Induction 
Heating
Through repeated application 

and release of pressure,  the rice 

and water draw a circular flow 

to cook the rice perfectly.

Grey Cast Iron InteriorGr  C t Ir  Int io
Easier to retain and conduct heat, cooking the food 

evenly and retaining the taste of ingredients.

Smart Control
Use the APP to scan the bar code 

on the rice packaging, it will 

consider user preferences and 

cooking time, automatically 

matching the precise temperature 

curve to cook the perfect rice.
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Personalized recipes
Offers a variety of cooking menu 

options, and can automatically 

recommend popular recipes and 

update the cooking process.


